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Using elementary Banach algebra techniques, it is determined which elements of 
Banach algebras like I,(M), U(x)), and d have logarithms. The Wiener-Levy 
theorem will be used to answer the same question for more complicated Banach 
algebras like the Wiener algebra. These results will be applied to polynomials of 
convolution type and a generalization thereof. ‘D 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Existence of logarithms of functions is needed in several parts of mathe- 
matics. For example, in the theory of entire functions of a complex variable 
one needs that if f is a non-vanishing entire function, then there exists a 
entire function g such that f(z) = egCz) for all z E @. In probability theory 
the following analogous result is essential for the theory of infinitely 
divisible probability measures: if f is a non-vanishing complex-valued 
continuous function on R, then there exists a continuous function g such 
that f(x) = e g(X) for all x E R. 
In this paper a unified approach is presented to these and related results. 
The approach uses only elementary Banach algebra techniques and is 
presented in Section 1. Although the approach is simple, it seems to be 
new. Sections 2 and 3 contain applications of the results of Section 1. For 
example, the two results mentioned above are Theorems 2.12 and 2.7. 
Section 4 contains applications to polynomials of convolution type. A 
sequence (qn 1, E N of polynomials is said to be of convolution type if degree 
(q,)=n for n=O, 1, . . . and 
4& + Y) = i qkb) 4,-k(Y) 
k=O 
(1) 
holds for n = 0, 1, . . . and all X, y E R. 
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The most general solution of Eqs. (1) with arbitrary functions q,, is given 
in [lS] (see also Cl, pp. llll116]). 
If (qnLsN is a sequence of polynomials of convolution type, then 
(n!4JnEN is a sequence of polynomials of binomial type, as introduced in 
[ZO, 221. Many special polynomials (e.g., Hermite, Laguerre) are of bino- 
mial type or closely related to polynomials of binomial type [22, 231. 
Moreover, there are connections with combinatorics [S, 20, 211, probabil- 
ity theory [lo, 26, 271 and approximation theory [17, 191. The author 
has chosen to work with polynomials of convolution type instead of poly- 
nomials of binomial type, because convolution is a fundamental operation 
in Fourier analysis and probability theory. 
The theory of polynomials of binomial type as developed in [20, 221 is 
mainly an algebraic one. We apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 to obtain 
new analytical results on polynomials of convolution type. The reader 
should consult [ 141 for other applications of Banach algebras to polyno- 
mials of binomial type. 
Finally, in Section 5 a two-sided analogue of polynomials of convolution 
type is introduced and studied. 
1. GENERAL BANACH ALGEBRA TECHNIQUES 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3, which is basic to 
our use of Banach algebra theory. For the basics of Banach algebra theory 
the reader is referred to [25, Chap. 181. In particular, [25, Th. 18.17(c)] 
will be used without mentioning. 
We begin with fixing some notation and recalling definitions. 
Notation. Let a be a Banach algebra with unit element e. 
(1) inv(.G@) := (xeg 1 x-‘Eg} 
(2) exp(g) := {xe&? / 3,v~g such that x=&j. The element e”‘EB 
is defined by the power series C,“=, (y”/n!) which converges in g for all 
y E gdr; y” is defined to be the unit element of &?. 
(3) Y, := component of inv(g) that contains the unit element of g. 
The definition of g1 is with respect to the norm topology which inv(g) 
inherits from g. 
(4) d(B) := the maximal ideal space of g, i.e., the set of all complex 
homomorphisms of &?. 
Remark 1.1. If a is a Banach algebra g with unit element e, then 
exp(g) c inv(G?) since eL’ePJ = e for all y E g [4, p. 49, Lemma 1.4.11. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a topological space. A subset U of T is connected 
if U is not the union of two disjoint relatively open subsets of U. 
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A component of U is a connected subset of U which is not contained in 
a larger connected subset of U. 
It is easy to prove that components are relatively closed, that com- 
ponents of open sets are open, and that continuous images of connected 
sets are connected. Note that the union of two non-disjoint connected sets 
is again connected (see, e.g., [ 8, p. 22, Th. 1.11. 
We are now ready for the first theorem which relates exp(&?) to the 
topological structure of inv(3). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 93 be a commutative Banach algebra with unit e. Then 
exp(%Y) = ~3~. In particular, exp(a) is closed in inv(g). 
Proof: A completely elementary proof of the first statement can be 
found in [4, pp. 49-501. The second statement follows from the first state- 
ment, since components are always relatively closed. 1 
Theorem 1.2 is difficult to use since there is no general method for 
calculating 4. For the algebras that will be discussed in Section 2, this 
problem will be solved by using the following theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a topological space and a, b E T. A path from a to 
b in T is a continuous function f: [0, l] + T such that f(0) = a and 
f(l)=b. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let W be a commutative Banach algebra with unit e. Then 
x E exp(Z+?) if and only if x E inv(&?) and there is path f in inv(B) ,from ae 
to x for some ,EC\{O}. 
Proof. If x~exp(g), then by definition there exists y~g such that 
x = e”. Then F, defined by F(t) : = et’, is a path from e to eJ = x. Conver- 
sely, let g be an arbitrary path in C\ (0) from 1 to a. Then h, defined by 
h(t) := g(t)e, is a path in inv(g) from e to ae. Therefore F, defined by 
F(t):= h(2t) for O<t<b and F(t):= f(2t-1) for i<t<l, is a path in 
inv(a) from e to x. It follows from the continuity of F that F([O, 11) is 
connected. Hence F( [0, 1 ] ) u 9, is connected, since e E F( [0, 1 ] ) n 4. 
Because g1 is the largest connected subset of inv(g) that contains e, we 
have 3, = 3, u F( [0, 1 I). It follows in particular that x = F( 1) E 3,) hence 
x E exp(g) by Theorem 1.2. 1 
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.3 is false when the Banach algebra is not 
commutative. Let g(X) denote the Banach algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on a Hilbert space 2. Then inv(g(X)) is pathwise con- 
nected [2, p. 51, TeilI.6, Satz I] but need not be equal to exp(%Y(P)) [24, 
Th. 12.381. 
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2. ALGEBRAS ON THE UNIT DISC 
In this section Theorem 1.3 will be applied to the Banach algebras I,(a), 
W(X), and d. 
Notation. 63 := {ZEC : /zI < I}; 22 := {ZEC : IZI < 1); Y := {ZEC 1 
IzI = 1 }; Log denotes the principal branch of the logarithm on 
a=\( - a, 01. 
For later use we begin by proving the following uniqueness lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a connected subset of C. Suppose that g and h are 
continuous functions on 3” such that g(a) = h(a) for some aE X and 
egCZ) = e”(‘) for all z E Xx. Then g(z) = h(z) for all z E X. 
ProoJ: It follows from en’;) = ehCZ) that g(z) = h(z) + 27&(z) with 
k(z)~Z. Hence k is a continuous function on X with k(a)=O. Since the 
continuous image of .X is connected, we must have k E 0. 1 
(a) Let (4JnEN be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying CI~ = 1 and 
CI ll+~~%%?I for all n, m E N. Let I,(a) be the Banach algebra of all sequen- 
ces x= (x,),,, such that IIxII,,~ := C,“=, CI, Ix,1 < co. Addition in I,(a) is 
defined componentwise, multiplication is defined to be convolution. The 
complex homomorphisms of I,(U) are of the form x -+ C,“=, x,,z’ (IzI 6 eP; 
p:=lim n+3c n-’ log 51,, see [ 15, pp. 116-120, Sect. 191). The unit element 
is the sequence (1, 0, 0, . ..). 
If c(, = 1 for all nE N, then Ii(a) is the usual Banach space 1, of 
absolutely summable sequences. 
THEOREM 2.2. {xEI~(c() : C,“=, x,z”#O for all IzJ <eP} =inv(l,(cc))= 
ev(l,(a)). 
Proof: The first equality follows from [25, Th. 18.171. 
For the second equality we only need to prove inv(l,(a)) cexp(,i(~)). 
Let x E inv(l,(cc)) be arbitrary. Then I,“=, x,zn # 0 for all Izl < ep, hence in 
particular x,#O. Define f: [0, l] + I,(a) by f(t) := (tnx,)nErm. It follows 
from dominated convergence that lim, _ s II f(t) -f (s)ll 1, r = 0. Hence f is a 
path in inv(Z,(a)) from x,e to x. Theorem 1.3 now yields XE exp(l,(cr)). 1 
For an extension of Theorem 2.2 for the special case I,, see Theorem 3.7. 
(b) Let X be a compact subset of @. Denote by U(X) the Banach 
algebra of all continuous functions on X with pointwise addition and 
multiplication (see [24, Example 11.13(a)]). The norm on W(X) is the 
supremum norm, denoted by 11 f II ~. The unit e of %?(X) is the function 
that is identically one. 
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We will prove in Theorem 2.5 that if Z” is contractible to a point (see 
Definition 2.3 below), then an analogue of Theorem 2.2 holds for U(X). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X be a subset of @. A contraction of X to z0 E X 
is a continuous mapping H from [0, l] x X + X such that H(0, z) = z. 
and H(l, z) = z for all z E Xx. If there exists a contraction of X to some 
point of X, then X is said to be contractible to a point. 
EXAMPLES 2.4. (a) Any disc {ZE @ : ]zI <r} is contractible to 0: use 
the contraction H(t, z) = tz. 
(b) If a, be [w, then [a, b] is contractible to a: define H(t, x) = 
a + t(x - a). 
(c) C\(-co,O] is contractible to 1: define H(t, re’“) : = 
(tr + 1 - t) eitq. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a compact subset of @ such that X is contractible 
to a point of X. Then inv(%‘(X)) = exp(%(X)). In particular, if f is a non- 
vanishing continuous function on X, then there is a continuous function g on 
X such that f(z) = egcZ) for all z E Xx. Moreover, g is analytic in those points 
in which f is analytic. Zf f(u) = 1 f or some point a E ~$7, then there is unique 
continuous function g on X such that f(z) = egcZ) for all z E X and g(0) = 0. 
Proof. We only need to prove inv(@(X))cexp(w(X)). Let 
f E inv(%?(X)) be arbitrary and let H be an arbitrary contraction of X to 
a E X, say. By the uniform continuity of f and H, lim, _ s Uf(H(t, .)) - 
f(H(s, .))II,=O. Hence F, defined by F(t) := f(H(t, .)), is a path in 
inv(%(X)) from f(a)e to f: Now Theorem 1.3 yields f Eexp(‘S(X)). 
If f is analytic at zo, then for all z sufficiently close to zo, g(z) = 
log f (zo) + Log{ 1 + (f(z) - f (zo)/f (z,))}, where log f (zo) denotes some 
number such that exp(log f (zo)) = f (zo). 
The last statement follows directly from Lemma 2.1. 1 
Remark 2.6. (a) The second statement of Theorem 2.5 also holds if 
each component of X is compact and contractible. 
(b) Theorem 2.5 also holds if contractibility of X is weakened 
to connectedness of C\X [8, Cor. 4.331. The author has not been able 
to find a simple proof of this result with the method of this paper (cf. 
Remark 2.10). 
The so-called topologist’s sine-curve (see, e.g., [28, pp. 44451) is an 
example of a compact connected subset of @ which is not contractible but 
has connected complement (this example was shown to the author by 
professor J. van Mill). It follows from the Alexander duality theorem 
128, Chap. 111 that if X is a compact contractible subset of @, then both 
X and @\X are connected. 
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(c) Professor J. van Mill has pointed out to the author that if X is 
a compact connected subset of C with connected complement, then it 
follows from [3, p. 322, Th. 7.61 that for each c > 0, there exists a compact 
contractible subset X, of C such that dist(X, z) <E for all z E X,:. Using 
this result, we can easily prove the extension of Theorem 2.5 mentioned in 
(b). 
The special case X = [a, b] and the following theorem are important in 
probability theory, see, e.g., [ 11, Chap. 7, especially Th. 7.6.21. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let f be a non-vanishing continuous function on R such 
that f(0) = 1. Then there exists a unique continuous ,function g on R such 
that f(x) = eRCX) for all x E R! and g(0) = 0. 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 2.5 and Example 2.4(b) that there exist 
for each n E N unique continuous functions g, such that eRn = f on [ -n, n] 
and g,(O) =O. By Lemma 2.1, g, =gm on C-n, n] if m >n. Hence the 
function g, defined by g(x) : = g,(x) if 1x1 <n, is well defined, continuous, 
satisfies f(x) = e n(X) for all x E R, and g(0) = 0. Uniqueness follows from 
Lemma 2.1. 1 
If X is compact, but not necessarily contractible to a point, then the 
following theorem due to Borsuk [8, Th. 4.241 states which continuous 
functions on X have continuous logarithms. Our proof, which is new, 
follows from the simple observation that a homotopy in C\{O} is a path 
in inv(V(K)). 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let X be a subset of @ and let f, g: X + I/c @ be 
continuous functions. A homotopy in V off with g is a continuous function 
H: [0, 11 xX + V such that H(0, z) = f(z) and H(1, z) =g(z) for all 
ZEX. 
THEOREM 2.9 (Borsuk). Let X c @ be compact and let f: X + C\ (0) 
be continuous. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) there exists a homotopy in C\ { 0) ?f f with a constant function. 
(2) there exists a continuous function g: X + a3 such that f(z) = eR(‘) 
for aN z E Xx. 
(3) f has an extension to a continuous function F: C + C\(O). 
Proof We will prove (1)o (2) and (2)o (3). 
“( 1) - (2)” Let H be a homotopy of S in C\ (0) with a constant TV. 
By the uniform continuity of H on X, lim, _ s 11 H( t, .) - H(s, .)I1 o3 = 0. 
Hence H is a path in inv(%(X)) from f to ue. Now (2) follows from 
Theorem 1.3. 
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“(2) s (1)” If g is any function as in (2), then H(t, z) : = e(i - ‘)+z”) is a 
homotopy in C\(O) off with the constant function 1. 
“(2) =s- (3 ),‘* Let g be any function as in (2). By the Tietze extension 
theorem [25, Th. 20.41, g has a continuous extension G to C. It is obvious 
that the function eG is a non-vanishing continuous extension off to C. 
“(3) 3 (2)” Since X is compact, there is r > 0 such that X c {z E C I 
Izj 6 r>. By Example 2.4(a) and Theorem 2.5, there exists a continuous 
function g such that F(z)=eR@) for all IzI <r. u 
Remark 2.10. If X is a compact connected subset of C with connected 
complement, then every non-vanishing continuous function on X satisfies 
(1) of Theorem 2.9 (R. J. Fokkink showed the author that this is a special 
case of the Alexander duality theorem [28, Chap. 111; there seems to be no 
direct simple proof of this special case). Hence every non-vanishing 
continuous function on X has a continuous logarithm (cf. Remark 2.6(b)). 
(c) Let &r (r > 0) be the Banach algebra of all continuous functions on 
{z E @ : lzl d r} that are holomorphic on {z E C : IzI < r}. The norm is the 
supremum norm. If r = 1, then we write .d for SZ’, . The algebra d is known 
as the disc algebra. 
THEOREM 2.11. Iffe &r does not vanish on {z E C : IzI 6 r}, then there is 
a g E &r such that f(z) = eR(‘)for all IzI < r. 
Proof. We can use Theorem 2.5 or proceed as follows: the complex 
homomorphisms of &? are point-evaluations on {z E @ : /zI < r} (see [25, 
proof of Th. 18.183). Hence f~ inv(dr) and F, defined by F(t)(z) : = f(tz), 
is a path in inv(dr) from f(O)e to f: We conclude from Theorem 1.3 that 
fe exp(4:). I 
Using the same trick as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, we now extend 
Theorem 2.11 to entire functions, i.e., functions holomorphic on C. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let f he a non-vanishing entire function such that 
f(0) = 1. Then there exists a unique entire function g such that f(z) = eR(” 
for all z E @ and g(0) = 0. 
ProoJ Applying Theorem 2.11 to the Banach algebras -pl’, (n E N ) and 
the restrictions f, off to {z E C : lzl < n}, we obtain holomorphic functions 
g, on {z E C : IzJ <n} such that g,(O) = 0 and egn(‘) = f,,(z) for all lzl <n. It 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that the function g, defined by g(z) := g,(z) if 
lz( 6 n, is well defined. Clearly g is entire, g(0) = 0 and f(z) = eg(‘) for all 
z E C. Unicity follows from Lemma 2.1. 1 
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Remark 2.13. (a) For topological treatments of the theorems on func- 
tions of this section, see [S, Chap. IV] (uses homotopy) or [ 12, Chap. l] 
(uses covering spaces). 
(b) There is a deep theorem due to Arens and Royden (see, e.g., [ 13, 
pp. 88-911) which I says that the quotient group inv(.@)/exp(g) is 
isomorphic to *“‘(d(g), Z), the first Tech cohomology group of d(g). 
From the Arens-Royden theorem we can, e.g., easily deduce Theorem 2.5: 
inv(a))lexp(!%) z X’(d(g), Z) z X1(X, Z) z {0}, hence inv($?) = exp(g), 
since inv(g) c exp(g). 
For more information on cohomology and Banach algebras, see the 
survey articles by Johnson and Taylor in [29]. 
3. ALGEBRAS ON THE CIRCLE 
(a) In this section we will derive analogues of Theorem 2.5 for %‘(.Y), 
where Y : = {z E C : /zI = 1 }, and the Wiener algebra. These results will be 
used to prove Theorem 3.7, which is essential for Section 4. 
Let us have a closer look at inv(Q?(r)) before stating and proving the 
correct analogue of Theorem 2.5. Note that Y is not contractible [6] and 
that Theorem 2.5 is not true for X = Y. For example, eie E inv(@?(Y)), but 
eie 4 exp(‘%(F)) [6]. 
Let f~inv(%?(Y)) be arbitrary. Then f can be identified with a non- 
vanishing continuous function on [ -rc, n], hence by Theorem 2.5 there 
exists a g E U( [ - rc, rc] ) such that 
f(@) = eg(‘) for all 8~ [-7r, 7r]. (2) 
Moreover, if g,, g, E %( [ -rr, ~1) both satisfy (2), then an application of 
Lemma21 to g(e):= g,(e)-g,(-rc)+g,(-n) and g(0):= g2(0) yields 
gi(z) - g,( -rc) = g,(z)- g2( -rc). Thus the following notion is well 
defined :
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f be a non-vanishing continuous function on Y-. 
Then ind(f ), the index off, is defined to be (27ri)- ’ { g(7c) - g( -rt)}, where 
g is any continuous function on C-z, rr] satisfying (2). 
Note that ind(f) is always an integer and ind(.fg) = ind(f) + ind(g). 
We can now state the analogues of Theorem 2.5 alluded to in the intro- 
duction of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. exp(%Y(F)) = {f E inv(%(F)) 1 ind(f) = 0). 
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ProojI The inclusion “c ” is trivial. For the opposite inclusion, let f be 
an invertible element of V(Y) with ind(f) = 0 and let g be a continuous 
function such that f(eie) = e g(H) for all 8 E [--n, rc]. It follows from 
ind(f) = 0 that g(rc) = g( - n). Hence G, defined by G(e”) : = g(B), belongs 
to g:(F) and f = eG. 1 
It was mentioned in the introduction of this section that e’“$exp(Y). 
This follows directly from Theorem 3.2, since ind(e”) = 1. Hence 
Theorem 2.5 implies that Y is not contractible. 
The following theorem describes the components of inv(%Y(Y)): 
THEOREM 3.3. Define Ck := (f E inv(‘Z(Y)) : ind(f) = k} (k E Z). The 
components of inv(%‘(Y)) are precisely the sets Ck. 
Proof: It is clear that the sets C, form a partition of inv(%(F)). Note 
that V, is a component by Theorem 1.2 and that C,=exp(V(Y)) by 
Theorem 3.2. Hence the theorem holds for k = 0. Define for each k E Z the 
map Fk by (FJ)(e”) := eirkf(ei’). It follows from ind(eirk) = k and 
ind(fg) = ind(f) + ind(g) that Fk maps C, onto Ck. Moreover, it is easy to 
see that Fk is an isometry. Hence the sets C, (k #O) are homeomorphic 
with Co, and we are done. 1 
(b) The Wiener algebra (denoted by w) consists of all continuous 
functions on Y : = {z E C : JzI = 1 > that have absolutely convergent Fourier 
series (see [24, Example 11.13(b)]). 
Addition and multiplication are defined pointwise; the norm is defined 
by IIC,“= -m a,P’ /I := C,“= ~oc la,l. Note that the algebra II(Z) of 
absolutely summable two-sided sequences is isometric to w. A famous 
theorem by Wiener states that the invertible elements of %+” are precisely 
those elements of YY that do not vanish on Y (see, e.g., [25, 
Lemma 11.61). 
The analogue of Theorem 2.5 for the Wiener algebra YY can be found in 
[9]. We state this result as Theorem 3.4 and remark that the proof in [9] 
uses a special case of the deep Wiener-Levy theorem [24, Th. 10.271. 
THEOREM 3.4. exp(?‘V) = {fe inv(%‘“) I ind(f) = 0). 
Proof. See [9, p. 491, Lemma] 1 
THEOREM 3.5. Dejine A$ : = {f E inv(?V) : inv(f) = k} (k E Z). The 
components of inv(Y’V) are precisely the sets C,. 
Proof: The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 1 
We conclude this section with a result (Theorem 3.7) which will be essen- 
tial for one of the main theorems of this paper (Theorem 4.3). Theorem 3.7 
is an extension of Theorem 2.2. 
409#156 I-IX 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let f, g E inv(%?(Y)) h e such that If(z) - g(z)1 < If(z)1 .for 
all z E F. Then ind(f) = ind(g). 
Proof: Note that ind(g) = ind(f) + ind(g/f). The assumptions imply 
that /l - g(z)/f(z)l < 1 for all KEY. Hence g/f Einv(%?(Y)) and 
Theorem 2.5 yields a cp E %‘( [ -rc, n]) such that g(e’“)/,f(ei”) = &“(‘) for all 
8 E [ - n, rr]. We deduce from I 1 - g(e’“)/f(e’“)l < 1 that for all 
0 E C--n, TC], (p(8) E [ -7r/2,7c/2] + 2nk(8) with k(B) E L. It follows from an 
elementary connectivity argument that k(B) does not depend on 8, hence 
(p(rc) - cp( -n) = 0, i.e., ind(g/f) = 0. 1 
For notation of the following theorem, see Section 2(a). 
THEOREM 3.7. {x~I,(~1):~~~~x,e”~e”‘“#Oforall0~[-~,~]andhas 
index 0 on [--71, rr]} =inv(l,(cr))=exp(l,(a)). 
ProoJ The last equality follows from Theorem 2.2. Let x E I,(a) be such 
that C,“=, x,enPeinO #0 for all 0 E [ -rc, rr] and has index 0 on [ -rc, rc]. 
Define functions f and fr (0 < r < 1) on g by f(z) : = C,“=, x,(ze”)” and 
f,(z) : = f(rz). Since f is a non-vanishing continuous function on Y-, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that 6 < I f(z)] for all z E Y. If r < 1 is close enough to 1, 
then If(z)- fr(z)l <6 < If(z)1 for all ZEY. By Lemma 3.6, ind(f;) = 
ind(f) = 0 (restrict f, and f to Y). Now the Argument Principle [8, p. 179, 
Cor. 5.861 yields that C,“=, X,Z~ # 0 for IzI < rep. Since r can be arbitrarily 
close to 1, C,“=,, x,z”#O for IzI <e p. Hence x E inv(l,(cr)) by Theorem 2.2. 
Conversely, if x E inv(l,(cc)), then x:,“= 0 x,z’ # 0 for all IzI d e”. A similar 
use of the Argument Principle as above yields that C,T=, x,,enpei”’ has 
index 0 on [ -rr, rt]. 1 
4. APPLICATIONS TO POLYNOMIALS OF CONVOLUTION TYPE 
In this section analytical results concerning the following generating 
function for polynomials of convolution type (see introduction) will be 
given (g(z) denotes the formal power series CF=“=, g zk): 
ng, q,1(t) zn = e’K’Z’. (3) 
Formula (3) follows directly from Lemma 4.1 below. For the original proof 
of (3), see [20, p. 189, Cor. 21. 
Notation. If (g,)nerm is a sequence of complex numbers, then 
s!i* := kk*LsN is the k-fold convolution of (g,),, M ; gz* is defined to be 
1 for n=O and 0 for n>O. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let (qn)ncN be a sequence of polynomials of convolution 
type. Then there is a unique sequence (g,),,, N in @ with g, = 0 such that 
qn(t)= i g:* 6. 
k=O 
(4) 
Proof See [7, Theorem 2.61. i 
Note that (4) implies that (1) holds for all x, y E @. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (qn)ntN be a sequence of polynomials of convolution 
type. If {QnLeN is defined by q,,(z) := A”qn(z), then (qn),rcN is also a 
sequence of polynomials of convolution type with corresponding g,, = I”“g,, .
Proof. This follows directly from (1) and (3). 1 
Notation. If (qn),EN is a sequence of polynomials of convolution type, 
we will write $(t, z) : = C,“=, qn(t) zn whenever this series converges 
absolutely. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (qn)nGN be a sequence of polynomials of convolution 
type. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) knlnEMEll. 
(b) Thereare M, 6>0such that II(qn(t))nBrm/I,~efMfor O<t<6. 
(4 limtlo Il~,WL,.III = 1. 
(d) lim suptlo Il(qn(t))ntNII 1 < 2. 
(e) There are 6 > 0 and 0 < to < 6 such that (qn(t)),, N E 1, for all 
t~(0, 6) and $(to, z)#O if IzI = 1. 
(f) There is t~@\{0} such that (qn(t))neNEll and $(t,z)#O if 
IZI d 1. 
(g) There is tE@\(O} such that (q,,(t)),,,El, and (qn(-t)),ENEl,. 
Moreover, if one of these conditions holds, then (3) holds and both 
series in (3) converge absolutely for all t E Cc and IzI Q 1. 
proof “(a) + (b)” e’ Iiknhcwllll = CEO wd?,,ll: (tk/W 2 1 + c,“=, 
Enm_k Id’/ (fklk!))= 1 +z:,“=, c:=, ld’l (tklk!)2 1 +c,“=1 ICI;.=, 
cwwl =c,“=o kIn(t 
“(b) * (c)” This follows from q. E 1. 
“(c) 3 (d)” This is trivial. 
“(d)=>(e)” There exists to such that li(q,Z(to))nENII, ~2, hence 
I$(t,, z)l - 1 < 2 - 1 = 1 for all IzI = 1. 
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“(e) a (f)” Note that the assumptions imply that $(t, z) # 0 for 
all t~(0, 6) and Iz( = 1 by [16, p. 144, Th. 4.17.11. Recall that the index 
of a non-vanishing continuous function on 9 (Definition 3.1) is always 
an integer. It is clear that for fixed t, s: ind(ll/(t, .)) +ind($(s, .))= 
ind($(t + s, .)). If ind(tj(t, .)) # 0 for some t E (0, S), then ind($(r/n, .)) $ Z 
for n large enough, which is impossible. Hence Theorems 2.2 and 3.7 imply 
thatforalltE(O,~),$(t,z)#Oif]:1<1. 
‘VI - W’ By Theorem 2.2, there exists a unique sequence 
(‘k)ktN E I, such that xi=” qk(,y) a, k = do,,. Comparing coefficients and 
using (1) we see that each ok must be equal to qk( - t). 
“(g)*(a)” It follows from (1) that $(t,z) $(-t,z)=$(O,z)=l for 
all (zI < 1. Hence $(t, z) #O for all IzI G 1. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a 
sequence h = (6,),, N E I, such that (q,z(t)),l, M = eh. Comparing coefficients 
and using Lemma 4.1, we obtain h,, = tg,, for all n E lV and (g,),,, N E I,. 
The last statement follows from the uniqueness of Taylor coefficients of 
analytic functions and the fact that (3) implies that (b) actually holds for 
all TV @. 1 
Remark 4.4. (1) It follows from the proof of “(a) =S (b)” that 
M= II(gn)ntNI~, suffices in (b). 
(2) If (b), (f), or (g) holds, then (3) implies that they hold for all 
iEC). 
(3) If g,=O for n even an (g,)ntN#I1, then (qn(t)),EN$ll for any 
t#O since qn(-t)=(-l)"q,(t). 
(4) For an alternative proof of “(e) =E. (f)” see Remark 5.3. 
(5) We may weaken (d) to (d’): “there is t~c\{O} such that 
ll(q,,(t)),ENII i < 2,” since obviously (c) * (d’) =S (f). 
We will now look at the relation between the radii of convergence of 
z:=o 477(t) zn and c;==. &zk. 
Notation. 
.9?g : = radius of convergence of f gkzk. 
k=O 
pr : = radius of convergence of f. qn( t) zn. 
?I=0 
Jv;:= {z: IzI <pI and $(t,z)=O). 
“, : = inf{ IzI : z E 4} if 4 # 0, v, : = pr if fi = 0. 
We start our discussion with some examples. 
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EXAMPLES 4.5. (a) qn(t)=xn/n! : pI =CBg= CC for all t E @. 
(b) qn(t)=(;):gg=l; p,=co for t~fV, p,=l for t$N. 
(c) qn(t)=t(t-an)+‘/n! : ~,=9$=(jal e))’ (use Stirling’s for- 
mula). 
Note that p0 = cc because q,(O) = 0 for n 2 1. 
It follows from Theorem 4.3(a) + (b) and Lemma 4.2 that %?g 6 p, for all 
t E C. The examples suggest hat 9g = P, for all except countably many t. 
Remark 4.4(5) shows that it is not possible that pt > 9$ for all t > 0. The 
following theorem shows that the zeros of the functions $(t, .) determine 
9$. Moreover, it enables us to prove the important property stated as part 
(e) of Theorem 4.6. This property will play an important role in the rest of 
this section and in Section 5. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let (qn),lcN be a sequence of polynomials of convolution 
type. Then : 
(a) If9STg=0, then p,=Ofor alf tE@\{O}. 
(b) If BYg=Go, then pl=co for all tE@\{O}. 
(c) IfO<3?g<co, then92g=v,forallt~@\{O}. Inparticular, v,=v, 
for all t, SEC\(O) and$(t,z)#Ofor all tE@ andall [z~<B?~. 
(d) There are at most countably many t EC such that p,>gK. 
(e) IfIzI<p,foruncountablymanyt~@,thenIC/(t,z)#Oforaflt~@. 
Proof: (a) Suppose pr # 0 for some t # 0. Since t+b(t, 0) = 1 there is a 6, 
0 < 6 < pt, such that I$(& z)/ > 0 for Jzl d 6. Now Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 
4.3(f)= (a) imply that (gn6”),Erm EI~, hence 9&>6 >O. 
(b) This follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3(a) * (b). 
(c) Let teC\{O} be arbitrary. We first prove gg< v,. If lzl c%?~, 
then knz’LN E 4. It follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 that 
rl/( t, z) = ef.g(z) # 0 for IzI < 9$. Hence 9$ d v,. 
The reverse inequality &!g 2 v, follows from Theorem 4.3(f)* (a) and 
Remark 4.4(2). 
(d) Suppose ps > 9?g for some SE C\(O). Note that $(s, .) has at 
least one zero on IzI = 9$ by Theorem 4.3(f) * (a). Therefore we may write 
$(s, z) = f,(z) n:=, (1 - LX~Z)~~ with ll/a,l = 9$ and r,E N, j= 1, . . . . k. 
There exists 6 > 0 such that Il/(s, .) has finitely many zeros on {z : .c%?~ < 
IzI d 9$ + 6 <p,}. Hence f, is a non-vanishing analytic function on 
IzI < 9?g + 6, for some 6 i > 0. Since f,(O) = 1, Theorem 2.11 yields a unique 
analytic function h such that h(0) = 0 and f,(z) = ehcT1 for lzl < 9%?g + 6,. 
Hence $(.s,z)=exp{h(z)+Cr=, r,Log(l -u,z)] for (z( ~9%‘~. By 
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Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 4.3, h(z) + C;= 1 ri Log( 1 - riz) = sg(z) for 
IzI < .9$. It follows that $(t, z) = e”l”‘” .R(Z) = exp{ t/s h(z) + t/s C:= , r, 
Log(1 - c~~z)} = exp(t/s h(z)) n’,=, (1 - CC~Z)‘J”’ for all t E C and all 
IzI ~9~. We conclude from the analyticity of h on IzI <.gR + 6,, that 
p, > 91?g if and only if t/s E N. 
(e) It follows from (d) that IzI < 9Yg, hence t,b(t, z) #O by (c). 1 
The Banach algebra Y-,d consists of all one-sided sequences (Q,,),~~~ of 
complex numbers such that ,f(z) : = C,“=, a,z” is analytic on 9 and can 
be extended to a continuous function on g. Addition is defined com- 
ponentwise, multiplication is defined to be convolution. The norm on .K&’ 
is defined by II(a,,),..II, := sup,;,<, IC,:=,, ~7. 
The space Z& is isometric to the disc algebra d (see Section 2(c)). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (q,z),, N be a sequence of polynomials of convolution 
type. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(4 kJnEN l 2kf. 
(b) There are tE@\{O} and 6 >O such that (q,(t)),,, E.RzI and 
IIC/(t,z)l >b for all ZEN. 
Zf (a) or (b) holds, then: 
(cl (q,,(t)),,F, E$&,for all te@ and I$(t, z)l >b(t)>O for all ZEN?. 
(d) (3) holds for all t E @ and all z E 9. 
Proof. “(a) 3 (b)” By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3(a) =- (e), (3) holds 
for all t, z with t>O and IzI < 1. Hence (q,,(t)),,N~9Zd fort all tg@ since 
clearly exp{ k,),, N } E &zZ. The second statement of (b) also follows 
from (3). 
“(b)=(a)” By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3(f)*(a), (3) holds for 
all z E 9. Hence exp(t C,“=, g,zk) has a non-vanishing continuous exten- 
sion G to a. By Theorem 2.11, there exists a unique function h E d such 
that h(0) = g, = 0 and G = erh. From h(0) = 0 and erh = exp{ t CpZO gkzk} 
we deduce that CFCO gkzk = h(z) for z E 9, hence g E &’ and (g,),, t N E 9&‘. 
Statements (c) and (d) follow easily from the proof of (a) o (b) and the 
uniqueness of Taylor coefficients of analytic functions. i 
5. APPLICATIONS TO TWO-SIDED SEQUENCES 
OF FUNCTIONS OF CONVOLUTION TYPE 
(a) In this section we will study a two-sided analogue of sequences of 
polynomials of convolution type. 
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DEFINITION. Let (q,,)n E z be a two-sided sequence of Lebesgue 
measurable functions on [0, 00) such that not all functions qn are identi- 
cally zero. Then (qn),, z is said to be a two-sided sequence of convolution 
type if 
f kzk([) 4,*-k(J)1 <= for all s, t > 0 
k= -0~ 
(5) JL 
qn(z+S)= c qk(t)qn-k(S) for all s, t 3 0. 
k= -cs 
We write cp(t, z) := I,“= ~oc qn(t) zn whenever this series converges 
absolutely. Note that cp( t + s, z) = cp(t, z) cp(s, z). 
Contrary to the one-side case, there seems to be no algebraic theory for 
two-sided sequences of convolution type. Therefore our policy is to impose 
several analytical conditions on cp(t, z) and study the consequences. 
For later use we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. If(c,),,, is a two-sided sequence of complex numbers and 
(cnR”Lez EI,(YZ!) for some R >O, then C,“= loo CFzO (tk/k!) c:*R” con- 
verges absolutely for all t E C. In particular, C,“=, (tk/k!) ci* converges 
absolutely ,for all t E C. 
Proof. This follows from z,“= --ix I,“=, I(tk/k!)cz*R”I <I,“=, I(tk/k!) 
C,“= -co Ic:*l R”I GC,“=, Wk/W {CE --Ix> Ic,I R”Jk< ~0. I 
We begin with demanding cp(t, .) to be an invertible element of the 
Wiener algebra ?V, i.e., cp(r, z) # 0 for all z E Y (cf. Section 3(c)) and 
[24, Example 11.13(b)]). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (qn)nsE be a two-sided sequence of convolution type. 
Zf cp(t, .) E inv(?V) for all t > 0, then there exists an h E W such that 
cp(t, z) = er’h(z) for all IzI = 1. In particular, there exists a two-sided sequence 
(hn)ntz Al, such that qn(t)=~~=o h’,‘(tj/j!). 
Proof Define ‘pr by ql(t, 0) : = cp(t, ei”). From the measurability of 
rp( ., z) and [ 16, p. 145, Cor. 4.17.31 we obtain 
cpl(tT Wcp,(t, 0) = exp(cd@b (6) 
Theorem 2.5 yields the existence of continuous functions r(t, .) on [ -rc, rc] 
such that 
(7) 
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with y(t, 0) = 0. We obtain from (6) and (7) 
y( t, H) = Q(e) + k( t, e) 27ri (8) 
with k(t, 0) E Z. From (8) with t = 1 we obtain 
y(t,8)=ty(l,O)+{k(t,8)-tk(l,8)}2ni. (9) 
From (9), the continuity of y(t, .), and y(t, 0) = 0 we obtain 
k( t, 0) - tk( 1, 0) = 0, hence 
(10) 
From (10) and the measurability of cp,(t, 0) we have 
cp,(t, 0) = ev{at+ y(l, @>. (11) 
From cpl(t, rc)=(~r(t,-71) we obtain ty(l, ~)=t~(l,--n)+k(t)2zi with 
k(t) E Z, for all t > 0. Hence k(t) = 0 and y( 1, rr) = y( 1, -rc). An application 
of Theorem 3.4 to (11) yields 
at+ty(l,O)= f h,(t)PO with f [h,(t)1 < co. (12) 
n= z n= 7. 
Since h,(t) = (271))’ jTn e-‘“’ (at+ty(l,O))dB, we must have h,(t)=th,. 
We conclude that cp(t, e”)=exp{ t x:,“= or h,e’““} with C,“= ~a, l/r,, 
<co. 1 
Remark 5.3. Using Theorem 5.2 we can give an interesting proof of 
Theorem 4.3(e)=(f) as follows: Extend the sequences (qn(t)),,N to 
elements of I,(Z) by setting qn(t) = 0 for n < 0. By Theorem 5.2, there exists 
a sequence (c,),,~ E l,(Z) such that 
f q,(t) efne=exp c,elnB 
n= -z n= --a 
(Lemma 5.1 allows us to change the order of summation). Unicity of 
Fourier coefficients yields 
(13) 
tk k;,$*=O for n<O; 
for n30 
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Because (13) holds for all t > 0, we must have c, = 0 for n < 0. Hence 
Notation. If O<a<b< co, then .&(a, b) := {zFC :a< IzI <b} and 
S(a,b):= {zE@:a<<zldb}. 
(b) We denote the Banach algebra of all Laurent series that converge 
absolutely on &?(a, 6) by wO, b. Addition and multiplication are the usual 
addition and multiplication of series. The norm on %& is defined by 
It is easy to see that wa, b is complete and that the polynomials in z and 
l/z are dense in %$, b. 
The unit of %$ ,, is the Laurent series with x0 = 1 and x, = 0 for n # 0. 
LEMMA 5.4. The complex homomorphisms of WO, , are point-evaluations 
on d(a, b). 
Proof Let /i E d(wa,,) be arbitrary. From [Inil = 1 we infer for the 
polynomial z that In(z)1 <b and l/i(l/z)l 6 llnll I/z-‘11 d llzP1ll =a-‘. 
Since l/z is inverse to z, In(z)1 = l/l/i( l/z)1 2 a. Hence if p is a polynomial 
in z and l/z, then A(p) =p(A(z)) = p(zo) for some z. E &?(a, b). Since the 
polynomials in z and l/z are dense in wa, ,,, we conclude that A(f) = f (zo) 
for every f E Wa, b. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Let a, b E R (a < 6) and let (qn)neL be a two-sided 
sequence of convolution type. If cp(t, .) E inv(-tlr,, b) for all t 2 0, then 
there exists a Laurent series C,“= -m g,,znE YY& such that cp(t, z) = 
exp(t C,“= --nc g,z”)forallzE>(a, b).Znparticular,q,(t)=~,“=, gi*(tk/k!). 
Proof Let r E [a, b] be arbitrary. Then cp(t, re’“) # 0 for 8 E [ -rr, ~1. 
By Theorem 5.2 there exists (c,(r)),, L E I,(Z) such that 
cp(t, re’“) =exp 
i 




Define g,(r) := c,(r) r-“. Then (g,r”) nez E l,(Z). We will now prove that 
g,,(r) does not depend on r. By Lemma 5.1, we may change the order of 
summation in (15) which yields q,(t) =CpZo g,(r)k’ (t“/k!). Since r was 
arbitrary and the right-hand side series defines a holomorphic function of 
t, we conclude that g,,(r) does not depend on r. Define g, := g,(a). Hence 
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q, has the form indicated above. Moreover, (gnr’i)ntB E r,(Z) for all 
TE [a, h] and thus (15) yields cp(t, z) = expjr C,:= r g,,z”) for all 
ZEJ(U, b). I 
We now set out to prove the analogue of Theorem 5.5 for the open 
annulus. It turns out that two-sided sequences of convolution type possess 
a property that is analogous to the property for polynomials of con- 
volution type as expressed in Theorem 4.6(e). This property is stated 
in Theorem 5.7; the above mentioned analogue of Theorem 5.5 is 
Theorem 5.8. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let (gn)neP be an arbitrary double-sided sequence of com- 
plex numbers such that C,XZ I gnz” converges absolutely on the open 
annulus &(a, b). Define qn(t) := C,“=, gz*(tk/k!) .for tE [0, a). Then 
(4nLEh is a two-sided sequence qf convolution type. Zf z E .d(a, b), then 
c,T-= -3c 4Af) zn converges absolutely and does not vanish. 
ProoJ It follows from Lemma 5.1 that q,, (n E Z) is well defined and 
that C,“= ~a qn(t)zn converges absolutely on &(a, b). Hence C,“= % 
q”(t) zn = I,“= ~oc, I,“=, gL*(tk/k!) z’* = c;zo {X,7= x g;*z”} (tk/k!) = 
exp{ t C,“= ~xI g,$} #O. I 
THEOREM 5.7. Let a, be R! (a< 6) and let (qn)neL be a two-sided 
sequence of convolution type. Zf cp(t, z) converges for all z E &(a, b) and all 
t 3 0, then q(t, z) # 0 for all t > 0 and all z E .&(a, 6). 
Proof: Suppose there are t, > 0 and z0 E &(a, b) such that q(to, z,,) = 0. 
It follows from [ 16, p. 144, Th. 4.17.11 that cp( t, zO) = 0 for all t > 0. Choose 
c, d with a dc< lz,, < d6 b such that q(to, z) #O for all t >O and all 
-E&‘(c, lz,l) u &‘(lz,(, d). This is possibly since the functions cp(t, .) are i 
analytic and not identically zero. Choose c, , c2, d, , and d, with c < c, < 
c2 < 1~~1 and lzOl < d, cd, cd. An application of Theorem 5.5 to the func- 
tions qn on d(c,, cz) yields a sequence (gn)ntN of complex numbers such 
that q,,(t) = C,“=, gi*(rk/k!). An application of Theorem 5.5 to the func- 
tions q,, on s(d, . d,) yields a sequence (h,),, N of complex numbers such 
that qn(t) = C,“=, ht*(tk/k!). Differentiating to t and substituting t = 0, we 
obtain g,, = h,, for all n E L. This implies that x:,“= ~I gnzn converges for all 
ZE d(c,, c2) u J(dl, d,), hence for all z E d(c,, d2). It follows from 
Lemma 5.6 that cp(t,,, z) # 0 for all z E .2(c1, d2), which contradicts 
dtm %I = 0. I 
THEOREM 5.8. Let a, bE R (a< 6) and let (qn)nce be a two-sided 
sequence of convolution type. Suppose cp(t, z) converges absolutely .for all 
t 2 0 and all z E &‘(a, 6). Then there exists a Laurent series C,“= 7- g,,z” that 
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absolutely converges on &(a, b) and satisfies cp(t, z) = exp {t C,“= --oo g,z”} 
for all t 2 0 and for all z E &(a, b). In particular, cp(t, z) does not vanish on 
&(a, b) and q,,(t) =C& g:*(tk/k!). 
Proof It follows from Theorem 5.7 that cp(t, z) # 0 for all t 2 0 and all 
z E @‘(a, b). Applying Theorem 5.5 to w0 + i ,,,, h ,,,z for all n E N we obtain 
Laurent series h, E WU + ,,,,, b ~ ,,n such that cp( t, z) = exp( th,(z)). Since 
exp(th,(z))=exp(th,(z)) for all t E [0, 00) on a circular region, 
h,(z) = h,(z) for all z in their common domain. Hence all the Laurent 
series h, are identical. If we set g : = h,, then g converges absolutely on 
&(a, b) and cp(t, z) = e”nrz) for all t E @ and all z E &(a, b). 1 
(c) We denote the Banach algebra of all Laurent series that are 
absolutely convergent on &(a, b) and have a continuous extension to 
ata, b) by =-%,,. Addition and multiplication are defined pointwise. The 
norm is the supremum norm of the function corresponding to the Laurent 
series. Since the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous 
(holomorphic) functions is again continuous (holomorphic), YU,b is com- 
plete. The unit of YU, h is the Laurent series with a, = 1 and a,, = 0 for n # 0. 
LEMMA 5.9. The complex homomorphisms of YO,h are point-evaluations 
on d(a, b). 
Proof: It suffices to show that the polynomials in z and l/z are dense 
in =%,b, since we can then copy the proof of Lemma 5.4. If I,“= ~5 
a,z”E -rP,, b, then x:,“=O a,z” and Cf,= _ ~ a,z” can be approximated 
uniformly on d(a, b) by polynomials in z, polynomials in l/z, respectively. 
This shows that the polynomials in z and l/z are dense in 90.h. i 
THEOREM 5.10. Let a, bE R (a< b) and let (qn),rEh be a two-sided 
sequence of convolution type. If cp( t, z) E inv(dp,, b) for all t 2 0, then there 
exists an h E pa, h such that cp( t, z) = erh(” for all t > 0 and all z E d(a, b). In 
particular, q,?(t) =EFCO gi*(F/k!). 
Proof First note that Theorem 5.8 implies the existence of a Laurent 
series h which absolutely converges on &(a, b) and satisfies cp(t, Z) = erhtz) 
for all z E &(a, 6). 
Choose c, d such that a < c cd< b. Consider all 0 < 1< 1 such that 
1.c > a. Write cp,( t, z) : = cp( t, 1-z) for these 1. It follows from Theorem 5.5 
that ~~(1, .) E exp(“W;,,,) c exp(Yc,,). Since ~(1, .) E inv(Yc,,) and 
limj.tl Ilqi(l3 .I--cP(L .)I1 =O in -%.,b, the second statement of Theorem 1.2 
implies that ~(1, .) E exp(Y&). In a similar way we see that cp( 1, .) E 
exp(P”, d). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that cp( 1, .) E exp(YO. b), i.e., there 
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exists an HE d;p,, h such that cp( 1, z) = e H(‘) for zE.&(a, h). It follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that H and h differ by a constant. We conclude that h E Y(,, [,. 
For the last statement, see the end of the proof of Theorem 5.5. fl 
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